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ABSTRACT 

The Bracke Mounder was evaluated on eight sites in Rowe's 
Northern Clay Section in Quebec that were characterized mainly by under 
lying compact clay-silt hardpan. Machine productivity ranged from 0.6 to 
0 9 ha per productive machine hour. Of all patches, 272 had mineral soil 
capping on inverted LFH. 112 had mineral soil capping on mineral mounds 
and171 of the caps were deposited directly on the clay-silt mineral-soi 
base Of the patches with caps (611). a large proportion (892) had a 

mineral soil volume between 0.3 and 8 L. Stumps and roots or slash 
interfered with spade penetration and resulted in poor mounding in 13-422 

of the cases. 

Of all patches, 131 bad only a plantable spot created by the 

spade 29% had the choice of plantable spots created by the spade and 
another source (i.e., the mattock wheel or the prime mover), 332 had only 
a plantable spot created by a source other than the spade and 232 had no 
plantable spot. The overall plantability was 80,?, ranging from 50 to 

902 among the site conditions. 

The types and quantities of disturbances and the proportions of 

plantable microsites created by the Bracke Mounder varied depending on 

site factors. The results generally became more acceptable as the depth 

of silty loam overtopping the hardpan increased. With the 17-tooth-gear 

setting selected in this trial, the addition of the spade produced more 
plantable spots than if the sites had been treated by the regular Bracke 
two-row Cultivator alone. However, these plantable spots were often 

similar to those normally produced by the Bracke mattock. 

a 

Le scarificateur Bracke Mounder fut evalue sur huit conditions de 

terrain(s) dans la section des Argiles de Rowe au Nord du Quebec 

characterises par un horizon sousjacent d'argille-silt compact. La 

productivity variait de 0.6 a 0.9 ha par heure machine productive. De 

tous les poquets, les calottes de sol mineral etaient placees a 271 sur 

une LFH inversee, a 112 sur un monticule de sol mineral et a 172 directe-

ment sur la base de sol mineral originale. Parmi les poquets qui 

possedaient une calotte de sol mineral (612), une portion importance 

(892) avait un volume de sol mineral entre 0.3 et 8 L. Souches et 

racines ou debris ligneux generent la penetration de la pelle, resultant 

en de pauvres monticules dans 13-422 des cas. 

De tous les poquets, 132 avaient seulement un microsite plantable 

crSe par la pelle, 292 avaient un choix entre un microsite plantable 



par la pelle ou par une autre source (roue a 
porteur,, 33* avaient seulementun microsite plantable crL car un 

L:rpLibunitrdelaPiSle n23Z ravaient — *^** im^: i-ica jJutib±u.Lj-j.t£?s us plantsr etaient d^ fi01 pi- irpy-i ) +■ a ca 
IPS SltGS - *.i, ju u Jy4 CllLLc 

Le genre et la quantite de microsites cre^s par le Bracke Mounder 
variaient dependant des conditions de terrains. LeS resuUats "talent 
g neralement plus acceptable a mesure que le lea. limoneux couv ant L 
base de sol compact s'epaississait. Au montage de 17-Pignons cholai Lnt 
cette ,tude, 1'addition de la p.lle produisi? plus d^ Lc^s te pl nt-
ables que 51 seulement le Bracke two-row Cultivator avait ete utilise 
Cependant, ces microsites etaient souvent semblablea ceux produits 
normalement par la roue dentee du Bracke. proauits 
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tures, 

INTRODUCTION 

The benefits of mounds as a planting microsite have been dis-
by many authors (Pohtila 1977-, Soderstrom 1977; Soderstrom et al 

McMinn 1982, 1983; Sutton 1983, 1984; Wood et al. 19 : 

and climatic regions. iney repuiL^u uu 

in, Hoover, Canadian studies (Erewis 1984, Zroback 198 . Heidersdor 
and'Rya's 1986 Hedin 1987, Sutherland 1989, and footnote 4) indicate the 
need for modifications to the equipment to produce with regularity th 
tyL (mineral on mineral or mineral on inverted LFH) and size (15-20 L) 
of mound suggested by studies of manual mounding. 

In 1984 and 1985 the Mechanization of Silviculture Unit of the 
Lakes Forestry Centre (GLFC), in cooperation with the Ministere de 

et des Resources du Quebec (MERQ). conducted an evaluation cf 

the BrScke Mounder. In Quebec the use of the BrScke two-row Cu tivator 
by MERQ had proven only partially successful on sites similar to those 
described in the present studies as a result of variations in the amount 

of mineral soil disturbed by the mattock wheel at each patch for the 
snacins required. The present study was designed to evaluate the ability 
of ' the Bracke Mounder to produce plantable microsites in areas 

characterized by a deep, compact clay-silt hardpan overtopped by a silty 

Great 

Draper d. , Binder, W. , Fahlman, R. and Splittlehouse, D. 1985. 
Post-planting ecophysiology of interior spruce. Seminar on 

Interior Spruce Seedling Performance: State of the Art, 5-6 

Feb. 1985. Northern Silvic. Comm. 19 p. unpublished. 

McMinn R G 1985. Mechanical site preparation and spruce 

performance. Seminar on Interior Spruce Seedling Performance: 

State of the Art, 5-6 Feb. 1985. Northern Silvic. Comm. 5 p. 

unpublished. 

Reid 
D J 1984. R, Yearly Report 1984 for the forestry research 

project mineral mound and humus mound planting in the boreal 

forest of Ontario. 26 p. file report. 

Parolin R.W. 1986. Upper-halfway trials of Bracke Mounder. 
'industrial For. Serv. Ltd., Prince George, B.C. 15 p. 

unpublished. 
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METHODS 

Location 

The study area was located in Canton Noyelles 100 km northwest of 
Lebel-sur-Qu,villon, Quebec (Fig. X) in the N^rthern CUy Sectjln" jf 
of the Boreal Forest Region (Rowe 1972). " (B'4) 

... l J u.o.r.j, io m tail and 60-802 stocked, with nockpt-*; nf 

trembling aspen (Populus trenuloKies Michx.). According to the Forest 
Ecosystem Classification for the Clay Belt (Jones et al. 1983) the 
stands were mainly 0G5 (V8 vegetation type and S8 soil type, and other* 
such as 0G3 (V8 and S12), 0G8 (V8 and S12) and 0G9 (V9 and 12) Stand 
age was between 90 and 120 years. Full-tree harves ing was carried out 

cur Zl Is the area ^ "^ and 1983' and a -nventional ee- ngth 
cut-and-skid operation was conducted in the small, wet areas. 

Scarifier and Prime Mover 

Fieure 2 ZiM i ,k6 ^^ ̂ the prime mover is sho™ -1ST I' /ddltlonal specifications are listed in Appendix A. The 
Bracke Mounder is similar in operation to the Bracks two-row Cultivator 
(Smith et al 1985), but has an added hydraulically operated spade behind 

manotCan H1 i^' ^ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^^T not an attachment. 

Mounding is done in two stages. Immediately after the creation 
of a scalp and an inverted LFH by the mattock teeth, the spade is acti 
vated by the mattock wheel and digs into the scalp hole to bring up sub 
surface material onto either the patch shoulder or the inverted LFH 
Patch length and number can be varied by manually changing the gear ratio 
in the chain drive. The unit has three sprocket combinations, each with 
four tines per mattock wheel; al5-tooth gear (producing the longest 
scalp, approximately 2000 scalps/ha at an interfurrow spacing of 2 m) a 
17-tooth gear (medium spacing, 2500 scalps/ha), and al9-tooth gear 
(shortest spacing. 3000 scalps/ha,. Only the 17-tooth setting was used 
in this trial. A diesel power unit mounted on the implement provided 
hydrauUc power to operate the spades and to lift the mattocks for 
maneuvering Both operations were controlled from the prime mover cab 

UT10 C" TeChnical data On the scarifier -re provided in 
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Figure 1. General location of stud, area and the eight group, o£ sites selected on the basis of soil 
characteristics. 



BRACKE MOUNDER 

Figure 2. Overall «~i««. «jor components and working position of 
the Bracke Mounder (implement redrawn from Wickstrbm [1981]). 

*' ~ ~ " ■ - -

Figure 3. The hydraulically operated spade behind the mattock wheel. 



The Br.Ce Hounder 

with an eight-speed 
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tow 

for attachment to the prime mover. 

a inhn 640 cable skidder 
£ ^ ,he prime mover 

""" addition of an enclosed cab, an 
by from 82 t0 

TSSS5 
... 

Assessment Procedure 

The procedures used for pretreatment assessment and time studies 
> S?n Sutherland (1986). In summary, pretreatment sampling 

are described in Sutherland U^«J nuadrats (each 2 x 2 m) 

ilgffSE 
base, moisture regime and slope (see Table 

Continuous 
studies were carried out during operation of the 

' were summarized on the basis of 

information on th/operating characteristics of the machine vas reported. 

For the post-treatment assessment, random transects of 10 quad 
rats (each 2 x 2 m) perpendicular to the direction of machine travel were 

c 

The 

i wheel) and the inverted LFH; the reason for a poor mounding pro-
and h plantability of each patch that intersected the transect_ 

The same microsites were assessed for plantability alone in May 1985 m 
order o ob e v the effect of weathering on the hard clay-silt caps pro 
duced by the mounder spade. Only the Hay 1985 plantability results are 

reported here, as the caps broke up over the winter. 

in the plantability assessment, non-plantable microsites included 
disturbed or undisturbed duff thicker than 5 cm, open water, slash and 
mineral soil shallower than 3 cm over duff. Acceptable microsites in-

S ex osed mineral soil capable of being _ P-trated by the p an ing 

5?rrn^L ? 

over penetrable mineral soil with a combined depth of more than 
2 

cm. and 
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loose mineral soil with a volume of at lea,t n * r 
Wted duff ,lfh) (see Table 7). Oh i", ^ inverted ^ non-
of the cap on duff were also considered Th '? aS the stability 
considered not acceptable if "nSldered-. .The microrelief of a spot was 

water during -^1^^^^ JeaT"^^ *" ** ™Uld b* < 
To determine the usefulness of the soade f^rh , u 

for both the plantability that originated rrom thlt Satch/" assessed 
bility that originated from one of'Sother Sourc s M P ^ Planta" 
wheel or the prime mover during scarificaMnr, TT ,' ^ mattock 
turbance). There were four possibiUtLs ■ ??' Jo88«8/naturai dis-
by the spade and no plantabl ^o ed JJ r.a Pla"tabl- «P°t created 
plantable spot created by the spade n nL , S°UrCeS< 2) n° 
of the other sources 3 a in , plantable spot created by one 

5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Site Conditions 

Soil and Ground Conditions 

soil-characteristic groups are described in Table 1. 

of 
llp5: 

matter (Oh, sitting on the compact clay-silt hardpaS 



Table 1. Pretreatment site conditions 

Group 

fcvg depth of duff 

(LFH ♦ moss) (cm) 

Avg depth (cm) and 

texture of mineral 

soiI or type of 

organic matter 

overtopping the 

clay-si It or sand 

mineral-soiI base 

Texture of the 

mlneraI-solI base 

Ston i 

Ground moisture 

Ground roughness^ 

Slope (K) 

Ruts from logging 

CPPA TerrBin 

Classificationd 

FEC Operational 

Group (OG) with 

vegetation and 

soi I type* 

5 15 15 

(shallow) (medium) (medium) 

5 5 15 

(shal low) (shal low) (medium) 

s i 1 ty s iIty sllty 

loam loam loam 

5 

(shal 

3D 

(deep) 

6 

S to 15 

(sha I I ow to 

mediurn) 

15 

(medl 

30a 15 15 

(deep) (medium) (medium) 

siIty loam/ si Ity loam/ ioamy fine 

loamy fin© medium sand sand 

sand 

hardpan hardpan hardpan 

clay-si It clay-silt clay-si It clay-silt 

fresh 

1 

f resh f resh/mo i st dry/fresh 

none 

3.2.2 

0G5 

V8-SB 

cIay-s i It 

moist 

I [2] 

2 

none 

E.E-1 

0G5 

ve-ss 

IS 

(msd i um) 

organlc (Oh) 

coarse hardpan hardpan 

sand clay-silt cl©y-silt 

62S 

dry moist/wet moist/wet 

2 2 

2 2 

none f«* frequent 

1.3.3 4.2.1 4.2.1 

30 

DG3 

V4-S4 

OGB 

V9-S12 

QG9 

V9-S12 

(cont'd) 



Tabl* 1. Pretreatment site conditions (cone I.)-

SJash; 

no. of p feces/2 m 

of Itneaa I ta[ Iy 

d iam. 1-5 cm 

diam. >S cm 

volume (m3/ha) 

dJam. 1-5 cm 

diam. >E cm 

total 

quadrat I c man 

diam. (cm) of 

pieces with diam. 

>5 cm 

depth (cm) 

Stumps: density (no./ha) 

diameter (cm) 

height (cm) 

hi I > 3! 

2,6 

0.7 

S.I 

38.2 

43.3 

9.2 

4 

2125 

17 

13 

2.2 

0.6 

4.3 

33.4 

37.7 

2.7 

0.5 

S.2 

24.1 

29.3 

2.5 

0.5 

4.9 

32.8 

37.7 

9.7 

5 

8.6 

6 

10.5 

4 

1792 

20 

22 

1455 

is 

19 

1167 

22 

17 

as 3S en, The report average 

2.S 

0,5 

5.5 

36.6 

42.1 

11.5 

A 

1312 

21 

IE 

Stonirass .,s determined by inserting E steel rod i nto tflB soll 

::: * tlf, stone or boulder was encountered 

11. 7 

8 

750 

26 

22 

7.1 

e 

1082 

15 

16 

9.9 

4 

12QD 

20 

21 

■ 

1-0 

1 

r 

1 
, overturned stumps and depressions. 

Mel Igrert (19B0) 

Jones et al. (1963) 

rocks 



Soil moisture was also an important factor affecting the type of 

SS^STW^ 0* thlf L"« an, it = recon.en.ed «-« «hi. 
be unfolded for use while the report is being read. 

Loadings 

comparable with 

made with respect to the stump characteristics. 

the scarified soil-type groups were free of residual timber 

an obstacle in the creation of microsit.es. 

Work Study 

Because of their small size, individual groups could not be 

treated separately. nor could the scarifier be reset every time the 
machine crossed group boundaries; as a result. the time-study data were 
sll "zed by treatment areas. The first area consisting of groups w th 
a fresh moisture regime, covered portions of groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 and 
p no Z tS. second area (1%3 ha, covered freshet and^t 

3 and 7. The last area ,7.. h 

covered group 6 (slope up to 302). 

in the first area, good support for the skidder and the tool plus 
the use of a concentric-circle treatment pattern gave the highest pro 
ductivity, 0.91 ha/PMH (productive machine hour) (Fig. 4). For area z, 

in whicn'mcst of the soil-type groups were £».nt <«£ Slope and 
large areas of wet ground), productivity averaged 0.79 ha/PMH (Fig. 4). 

In area 3 moist-to-wet conditions reduced productivity to 0.63 

ha/PMH A high proportion (10.42) of time was spent on winch scari 
fication (i e , a situation in which the implement had to be released by 
tne skidder because of insufficient traction, for example, and was ater 
nulled back to the skidder with the winch) and stopped as a result of 
ot acles such as soft ground (9.0.) (Fig. 5). High-flot.Jion ures on 
the prime mover might have reduced these problems. In area 4, the effect 



AREA 1 

21.0 ha 
TOTAL MACHINE THE | Q.91 ha/PMH 

PRODUCTIVE 

HACHIHE TIME 

DOWNTIME DUE TO ACTIVE 

REPAZB - SERVICE (> 15 «in) DOWHTIKE DUE TO OTHEH 

DELAYS |> 15 Bin) 

Effective 

Productive Ti»o 

16.66 hr [72.4%) 

-forward 6fl.7% 

-winch 3.4% 

-drag 0.3% 

I Maneuver| 

1.51 hr (6.6%) 

-run-by-run 5.2% 

-circle 1.4% 

I Travel 

0.52 hr (2.3%) 

-to site 1.2% 

-to fuel 0.3% 

-to park 0.7% 

-to serv. 0.1% 

Implement Prime Mover 

0-02 hr JO.14) 0.62 hr (2.7%) 

-windfall 0.1% -windfall 

-slash 0.1% -slash 

0.1% 

0.1% 

-soft ground 2.3% 

-slope 0.1% 

1-25 hr (5.4%) 0.68 hr (2.9%) 1.86 hr 

-clean implement tires 

-tighten implement cable 

-implenent maintenance s fuel 

-prine mover maintenance t fuel 

(8.1%) 

2.1% 

1.7% 

2.9% 

a.i% 
,. .,..^+.^±!-affwi} HIS-

0.79 ha/PMH 

PRODUCTIVE 

MACniHE TIKE 

DOHHTIKE DUE TO ACTrVE 

REPAIR - SERVICE (> 15 .in) 
DOWHTIME DUE TO OTHER 

DEUVYS [> 15 Bin) 

NO T REPORTED 

Effective 

Productive Ti»« 

5.70 hr (76.5%)' 

forward 72.7% 

winch 3.8% 

drag 0.1% 

hr (5.9%) 

-run-by-run 5.9% 

Travel 

0-35 hr (1.7%) 

-to site 1.3% 

-to fuel 0.4% 0-62 hr (3.1%) 

-windfall 0.1% 

-slash 0.1% 

-soft ground 2.6% 

-slope 0.1% 

-stump o.l% 

Implement 

1.34 hr (6.5! 0.49 hr (2.4%) D.SS hr (4.2%) 

Percentages are expressed in .elation to productive nachine ti«. 

-clean implement tires 

-tighten implement cable 

-implement maintenance s fuel 

-prime mover maintenance s fuel 

-implement engine leaks oil 

-personnel breaks 6 supervision 

1.7% 

1.41 

2.6% 

2.3% 

0.9% 

■1.2% 

I 

o 

ti- areas and 



AREA 
[total machine time 
I——^—^— 1—^ 

0 .63 ha/PMH 

DOWNTIME DUE TO OTHEH 

DELAYS (> 15 
POWHTIHE DUE TO 

REPAIR - SEWICE I> 15 

HOH-ER0DUCT1VE 

SOT R E P O H T_EC OPERATING TIME 

HOT RE P O a T E 5 

Hisc. Delays 

Effective 

Productive 

6 .10 he CO. Jl 

-forward 59.9% 

-■Minch 10-4% 

0.19 

-tun-bv-run 1.75 -to fuel 0.5% 

-circle 0.5? -to park 1.6% 

Implement Prime Ho' 

0.18 hr 12-1*1 °'60 hl 

-slash 0.6% -slash 

0.43 hr (».0%l 0-« hr 

0.1$ —clean implement 

-stusnp 
^ -stump 

0.2% -implement maintenance & 

-prime mover maintenance 

-cool prime mover engine 

lei 

PRODUCTIVE 

MACHINE TIME 

SOT REPORT ED 

6.37 hf Ifi3.11 

-forward 5 5.1% 

-Winch 8.03 

-drag 8.1* 

-run-by-run U-3W -to site 4.5% 

-to Euel 0.7% 

Implement prime ^c^f 

0.73 hr (6 ,3%) 

_ei»ft around 0 . 7% 

Per 5P»riel 

1.54 

-stump 0 . 3% 

implement Prime Mover 

w ;^i ?K) 0 ll hr (1.0%) 

-adjust implement pr&o^ure 

nrpn^nce S fuel 1.6% 

-prine mover maintenance b fusl t.« 

_ 1Mnel breaks & sUpecvLSian 7.3* 

Percentages are 
,S5ed in r*lation t« prodvetiva machine time. 

Figure 5. Re.ult, of tk. Short-te™ continuous 
ttat «udy in areas 3 and 
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of slopes reduced productivity to 0.72 ha/PMH Ao,!n ■ u • 
common (8Z) (Fig. 5,, Ih. '.. "', I 8 ' wlnch"<8 was 
ground conditions .veraged 3 0 km hr Iir, ***" '"'^"—l" 
averaged 2.3 Xm/hr. Su'ch '. L^' didtnLSd'ST'SEy 
for prcper scarification with most scarifLaUoTtc^s '£'£ 

Plement TjSSS i 

S 
the tires and subsequent ripping c,j thT d 8yeT 

lllil; iiii pl 
siz w« « coinPa^son w"h that of the standard Bracke) but the tire 
size was not increased to compensate; this resulted in rBnLA 
and increased rutting under wet ground conditions ' fl°tatlon 

Scarification 

Overall Disturbance and Physical Characteristics of the Microsite 

The surface coverages (2.5 to 3.62) (Table 2 and Appendix Ci of 
mineral »U produced by the Bracke Mounder (17-tooth gear sprocket 0 5 
rows 20-m width, were higher than those recorded for the TO I 
Cultivator by S.ith et al. (1985, (2.3*, 17-tooth g a e 
Leblanc and Sutherland (1987) (2.6Z, 15-tooth gear sprocket he two 
latter percentages were adjusted for row spacing P^ocKet;, the two 

present study averaged 53 cm with the BrMcke Mounder v rs cm w 

he regular Bracke (Smith et al. 1985). Part of the cap was placed Jn 
he scalp rather than being deposited on the shoulder of tL patch 
(mineral mound) or the inverted LFH. P 

The production of plantable caps varied among the soil-tyne 
groups Site factors that contributed to the occurrence of non-plantabC 
caps include the variables selected for the grouping of sites T 

till f TMT SUty 1Oam it iBT L ^ till anf TMT y 1Oam' m°isture «SimeaT tL ^ e [h'e 
hardpan) and others U.e., slash, stumps/roots, stones, scarification and 
logging ruts) (Table 4). :ion and 
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«•*■ M° 

Table 2. 
(September 1 

Group 

7 
g Mean 

Exposed and loose 

mineral Boil !*1 

Acceptable 

Not acceptable {%) 

Total 

4.7 

7.0 

10.5 

4.3 

7.1 

16.2 

23.7 

10.0 

3.4 

6.5 

21.2 

27.7 

10.1 

5.6 

8.2 

17.4 

25.6 

10.7 

2.5 

5.1 

19.8 

24.9 

10.0 

3.3 

5.9 

19.0 

24.9 

10.0 

3.4 

7.4 

22.0 

29.5 

10.7 

3.5 

6.6 

34.3 

3.5 

6.2 

20.3 

40.9 26.5 

10.2 10.4 

Table 
3. Physical characteristics 

P£ the patches creatod by the Bri 
Itounde, (Sept.mbor 19M). 

Group 

Scalp width 

Scalp length 

(cm) 43 

(cm I " 

Scalp mound * 
inverted LFH width (cm) n. 

Scalp mound * 

inverted LFH length (cm| 

Total paten length 1cm) 143 

Scalp depth ____{Ca) 16 

~^ on the basis o£ the are 

45 

52 

59 

77 

129 

20 

50 

55 

59 

ea 

143 

24 

54 

56 

66 

105 

161 

26 

49 

66 

162 

38 

49 

48 

68 

106 

19 

54 

77 

125 

19 

5B 

85 

138 

22 

a covered by each group 

Figure 
6. Physical measurements of the patches. 



inveried LFHor rainerai 

vegetation root mat (group 1) the "divof" h ~ Wlth 3 P°°r minor-
and not be inverted, ^utti,g d^ ng 8c if a ?" t6nd6d tO b"ak aPa" 
the moist or wet conditions that resultPd tn *" COmm°n because of 
and no inversion occurred .enl" ̂  d ISr?63^ "P-^y 
clay-silt hardpan (group 7) or the mortem P h lay directly atop the 
deepduff and -Uy Ln^ of L^^LT^ ̂  ̂ ̂ ^ 8> " In 
rutting was one of the reasons the LFH IT , ■ 1UI" Sand (§rouP »>. 
absence of rutting, the sea phi a »« ««rted but even in the 

and the duff tended to break apart T* /fl matt°Ck Wheel was deeP 
depth over silty loam or sand 0Ups^ "3 TznTl^™-^ °f mediUm 
wzth a fairly well developed Lt^ lnthe da f h ^ freSh' 
inversion of the LFH was possible. m the duff and mineral soil, 

(group „. The ZtoeTtlct of tle 
the LFH and scrape the silty loam t 
scalp (groups 1 to 6, scran, 

of duff into' small he ps wLn the' T 
were softened as a resuU of List 
of the mineral mOunds te££t^i 
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The mosaic of site conditions resulted in non-uniform creation of 

caps and mounds. The Bracke Mounder produced a greater volume of mineral 
soil on mounds in comparison with the standard Bracke but this was not a 
major improvement because the added soil tended to fall apart, disperse 

and not contribute greatly to increasing the number of mounds. 

The Bracke Mounder performed best when the duff was shallow 

(averaging 5 cm) and the silty loam or loamy fine sand were deep 
(averaging 30 cm). Under these conditions, the cap placed on the in 
verted LFH still averaged only 10 L because part of the mineral soil dug 
by the spade was placed on top of the mineral mound created by the 

mattock. ' Although not specifically assessed in this study, the same 
results should occur in deeper duff (averaging 15 cm) with a deep pene 
trable mineral soil instead of compact clay-silt hardpan. When the 
mineral soil was penetrable but averaged 15 cm or less in depth, the 
spade was of little help because the mattock wheel used most of the non-
compacted soil to create the plantable microsites, which left the spade 
to try digging into the hardpan. The spade dug efficiently into the 
hardpan only when the overlying duff and the silty loam were shallow. 
However, although the caps of clay-silt were plantable, very little in 
formation is available on how seedlings will perform on these microsites. 

The addition of the spade did not improve results in deep duff. 

This and other studies show that the Bracke Mounder will rarely 
create mounds similar to the theoretical (i.e., 20-L hand-made) raised 
microsites. The two-step process used by the Bracke Mounder for mounding 
is a major problem in achieving consistency. Stones (Backe et al. 1986) 

(diameter 20 cm), slash, or stumps and roots will impede the process of 
mounding by the Bracke Mounder even if they are only present in relative 
ly small quantities. If only an improvement to the microsites created by 
the Bracke two-row Cultivator is desired, the Bracke Mounder is defi 
nitely adequate. Use of a 15-tooth gear, although producing fewer mound 
ing attempts, should achieve the largest capped mounds when the mineral 

soil is 30 cm or more in depth and penetrable by the spade, and the duff 
is 15 cm or less in depth. Again, the site and prescription will de 

termine if that type of microsite is a valuable choice. 
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APPENDIX A. TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE SCARIFIER 

BRACKE MOUNDER 

Engine: 

Deutz - air cooled 

Model/cylinders 

Max. power 

R.P.H. 

Displacement 

Fuel tank capacity 

Fuel consumption 

Electric system: 

FL 511/2 cyl. 

19.5 kW (26 hp) 

2000 

1600 cm3(98 in.3) 

20 L (4.4 imp. gal 

2-3 L/hr (0.4-0.7 

Generator 

Battery 

Fuse 

■ ) 

imp gal./hr) 

12 volt 33 amp A.C. 

60 amp-hr 

one 16 amp/two 8 amp 

Hydraulic system: 

Pump 

Oil cooler 

Reservoir 

Hydraulic oil type 

Gear type 

Tube type 

80 L (17.6 imp. 

SHS 32 

Remote control; 

Radio 27.180-27.210 MHz 

gal.) 

General: 

4500 kg 

5.85 m 

2.53 m 

0.80 m 

30.0 x 60.0 cm, 16-ply 

2 mattock wheels with 4 pairs of tines per wheel 

Weight 

Length 

Width 

Ground clearance 

Tire size 

Mattock wheels 

Tine & tooth: width 11 cm & 15 cm 

length 24 cm & 67 cm 

Drive sprocket 17 teeth/sprocket 

Option 15- and 19-toothed sprockets for changing patch length 

Hitch Bracke type 

Manufacturer: 

Robur Maskin AB 

Gransgatan 42 

S-840 60 Bracke 

SWEDEN 

Distributors: 

KBM Forestry Consult. Inc. 

360 Mooney St. 

Thunder Bay, Ontario 

P7B 5R4 

KBM Forestry Consult. Inc 

Box 5462 

Rome, GA 

30162 USA 

Woodlands Services Inc 

Box 257 

Moose Lake, Minn. 

55167 USA 

FORABI Inc. 

221 rue Bolduc 

Amos, Que. 

J9T 3M4 



APPENDIX B. DEFINITION OF TIME STUDY ELEMENTS8 

Definition of Ions-term study time elements 

TOTAL MACHINE TIME: The sum of Scheduled Machine Time and Overtime. It. is 

the time associated with the machine for a given shift. 

SCHEDULED MACHINE HOURS (SMH): A nominal statement of intent for regular 

machine activity (e.g., 8-hr shift). It is usually corresponds to the 
operator's paid on-job time. 

PRODUCTIVE MACHINE TIME or HOURS (PMH)r That part of total machine time 

during which the machine is performing its primary function. 

ACTIVE REPAIR/SERVICE: Repair consists of mending or replacement of part(s) 

as a result of failure or malfunction. It includes modifications or 

improvements to the machine, and routine and preventive maintenance 
performed to ensure that the machine remains in satisfactory operating 
condition. 

DELAY: That portion of total machine time during which the machine is not 

performing its primary function for reasons other than active repair and 
service. Delay time is divided into: 

NON-PRODUCTIVE OPERATING TIME: The portion of in-shift time during 
which the machine's engine is running but the machine is doing something 
other than performing its primary function. 

WAITING FOR HECHANIC(S): The portion of in-shift time during which the 
machine is broken and is not under repair because of the unavailability 
of a mechanic(s). 

WAITING FOR PART(S): The portion of in-shift time during which the 
machine is broken and is not under repair because parts are unavailable. 

MISCELLANEOUS DELAY: The portion of in-shift time during which the 
machine engine is not running for reasons other than for active repairs 
and service and/or waiting for repairs and service. 

a 

Definitions are based on those reported in Folkema et al. (1981) and Smith 
et al. (1985). 



Definition of short-term time study elements 

The PMHs recorded during continuous timing were broken down into 

the following elements. 

EFFECTIVE PRODUCTIVE TIME (EPT) (SCARIFICATION): Begins when the implement 
is in the soil and the prime mover begins forward travel. The EPT can 

include winching (after being left behind because of soft ground or 
slopes, the implement is pulled back to the prime mover with the winch) 
if there is effective scarification during winching. Does not include 

delays. 

MANEUVER (TURN): Occurs from the time the scarifier has finished a pass 
until it begins the next pass. This element may include raising the 

implement from the ground, turning, then lowering the implement. 

OBSTACLE DELAY: Occurs from the time the scarifier stops (or scarifies over 
an area already scarified) because of an obstruction until scarification 

resumes. 

TRAVEL: Is the time spent traveling a) in the block or to the roadside 
between breaks, and b) for repairs. It also includes traveling (if less 

than or equal to 15 min) between sites. 

MISCELLANEOUS DELAYS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 15 MIN): Same as delays (> 
15 min) but includes those times i 15 minutes. Short-term delays are 
part of productive machine time whereas delays > 15 minutes are not 

considered part of productive time. 



APPENDIX C. OVERALL SOIL DISTURBANCE CREATED BY THE BRACKS MOUNDER. 

Disturbance -"^ ■"' °Y 9*°"P Distribution (%), 
category i , - , —_—_ _ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Expoae-d mineral soil 29 1 , , , , _ _ „ ~—" ~ 

'-1 J'9 Z"° 2-2 2"6 *"« 80 86 77 93 60 75 56 71 
Loose mineral soil i.g 12 13 17 

' °'8 °"7 7e 64 50 GO 23 58 40 52 
Mixed loose clay-silt 0.5 0.1 0 4 n 7 
S duff °"7 " 2.4 0.1 15 16 12 - j4 . 25 10b 

Mixed loose silty loam 

or loamy finB sand - - 0.5 „ 
8 (luff -1U.1- _ __13335_ 

Mixed organic 5 duff - _ n -, - , 
°-3 " - 0.5 - _ 7 , 

Duff 1-5 cm □„ ciay _ 0 3 Q 1 

°'5 °-l - 13 2 - - _ 17 3 
Duff 1-5 cm on silt 

or silty loam or 1.2 0.2 0.5 02 10 n fi n , ft 
loamy fino aand °-6 °"3 0-* 33 le 19 !0 43 20 7 5C 

Org.inic natter on -

clay-silt 0.3 - - 2.0 - " - - 3 - - 52 

Loose clay-allt nn 

duff or organic matter 1.1 1 0 0 7 0 , 

°-J 0-1 13 54 29 10 7 - 20 0 
Loose silty loam or 

loamy fine sand 0.3 - 0.6 2.4 0 3 1 a 
on duff UiJ 1.3 - - 3-21 00 13 57 , 

7"a 7"1 6-5 8.2 5.1 t.» 7.4 6.6 

16.6 16.2 21_2 l7_4 196 i9Q 2;o ^^ 

24.9 21.9 29.5 10.9 

b 

nixed loose clay-silt and organic matter 

c 

duff 1-5 cm on organic mattex 
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